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In this paper we prove the following bounds for mean values of the 
Dirichlet L-functions mod p on the line Q= $J: 
(ld F IJw+% X)l~<(q+Iww7~ (t=Itl+2) 
tlT) i lwt+% x)12~ -g (a+ IT) 1% !IT Pa2). 
-T 
We also sketch a derivation, by MONTOOMERY’S method [12], of a bound 
for the number N&X, T) of zeros e =/3+ir of L(s, x) in the rectangle 
dc<j3< 1, IyI t T: 
t2T) IV&, T) < T3(1+ logO T, for q< T. 
Using ( lq) instead of (lo), a similar argument would give 
(24) C IV&, T+ 1) -Nx(ol, T) < q3(l-a) logs(l) q, for T <q. 
% 
For bounded jtj and q respectively, the bounds (lq) and (1~) are simple 
consequences of the Polya-Vinogradov and Hardy-Littlewood estimates 
(3,) n lx= x(4 < al” 1% (I (x # x0) 
*z* (n + Ly.p < z/t + 1tp log t (1 Q a< 2) 
with t= ItI + 2, together with simple general bounds [6] for means of 
character sums and Dirichlet polynomials. Our method extends to give 
asymptotic formulae, with the right sides of (1) replaced by y(q) log q or 
2T log T respectively, provided ItI <q O(i) or q Q To(l) respectively. However 
PALEY [15] and SELBER~ [17] have proved similar but more general 
asymptotic formulae than our refinement of (lq) over the wider range 
1 t] G q1/4-s. Moreover LAVRIK’S approximate functional equation [l l] can 
be used to improve the bounds in (1) for It] > q or q> T respectively, 
and RAMACHANDRA [15] has recently found a way of deriving even the 
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harder fourth mean estimates and asymptotic formulae from the functional 
equation. 
Instead of the functional equation, we base the proofs of (1) on the 
following two facts, due to KOKSMA and LEKEERKEEKER [lo] and 
NORTON [ 141: 
LEMMA 1. Let [*(a, a)=& a)- a-8, where [ is the Hurwitz C-fun&~, 
deJineoT for a> 1 by 
(4) 
and extended by analytic continuatiolz to a function mewmorphic in u>O. 
Then 
LEMMA 2. For x+x0 and h>l, we have 
(6) 
0 1. PROOF OF (lq). 
We need the analytio continuation of C(s, B) to a> 0 and the fact that 
(7) bC(8, ar)/ba= -i?((s+ 1, Lx) (a>O). 
Writing the sum in (4) as a Stieltjes integral and integrating by parts, 
we get, for u> 1, 
e(s,“)=~ o +8 7(X+&)-(8+1)([x]-x) Ok. 
The integral converges uniformly for u > E, and therefore gives the analytic 
continuation to CT> 0. For such 8, and 01> 0, 
i3((8, 0L)/ba = - or-8 - S(8 + 1) s” (x f a)-(8+2)([x] -x) ax, 
0 
since the integral converges uniformly for CX>E’, for each such 8. Inte- 
grating by parts again, we get (7). 
From (4), we get 
for u > 1; this holds by analytio continuation for u > 0. Using the ortho- 
gonality relations, we get 
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Putting 5 = 01-8 + 5 *, the sum on the right is 
The first sum here is < log q. To estimate the second sum, we use the 
argument of one of the proofs [4] of BOMBIERI’S large sieve inequality 
for exponential sums [l], and get 
It follows from (7) that b[*/bor < 181 on a=*. Using this, (5), and the 
Schwarz inequality, we get that (9) is < (q+ jtl) log t. 
Using the asymptotic formula 
the argument may be easily modified to give the asymptotic formula 
mentioned earlier, provided ItI = q O(i). A similar argument gives the large 
sieve bound 
,To F IW+% A2 < (Q2+ IW log Qt. 
In [Z], ELLIOTT gives an asymptotic formula for a similar sum over prime 
moduli, for ItI <(log Q)O(i). 
$ 2. PROOF OF (1~) 
By the method of [5, $ 11, we get 
with z= cl/r. As in [5, 5 11, the contribution of the interval [0, N] to 
the integral on the right is 
<a2JT + n)ln < T 1% !lT’, 
provided N= T log q. Also, using (3p), the interval [M, 00) contributes 
9; (Ty-1/2qWog q)$ < T log q, 
provided M=qT log q. It remains to deal with the interval [N, M]. 
We may suppose that T > q. For z < y, we have 
lf+a U+Z 
2 X(n)n-1/2=y112 2 x(n)+ O(Sy-33. 
Y Y 
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Putting yz=y+z, andassumingq<T< Y<y< Y+q, we havez=F,+O(l), 
with h= Y(t- 1). Hence 
v+z, v+h 
; x(n) n-l/2 = y-11” 2 x(n) + O( Y-112 + h2 y-q. 
Y 
Thus the contribution to the integral on the right of (10) of the interval 
[Y, Y+q] is 
Y-h v-w 
-=@‘2Y-2{j- 12 x(n)12dy+q+qh4Y-2}. 
Y 
By Lemma 2, the integral here is < qh; in this form, the lemma holds 
for all positive h. Using h < Y/T, the contribution is therefore 
< qT Y-1 + qT-2. 
Covering the interval [N, M] = [T log q, qT log q] with R intervals 
[Y, Y +q], and using R < T log q, the total contribution of [N, M] is 
Q ygl j& + RqT-2 < T log q. 
The argument may be modified to give an asymptotic formula by using 
the general mean value formula of MONTGOMERY and VAUGHAN [13] 
;I -‘&#JW= 2 (2T+O(n))la,)2 
-T vz n 
to deal with the mean of the sum of the first n terms in the L-series, 
and using the methods above on the segments [IV, M] and [N, co]. 
$ 3. THE DENSITY ESTIMATE 
We use a local convexity argument to relate the zeros Q =@ + iy of 
L(s, x) in the rectangle 
(11) az<@<l, (yJ<T (T>2) 
to large values of certain Dirichlet series at suitable nearby points. 
LEMMA 3. If Q is a zero of L(s, x) (x#xo) satisfying (1 l), then for 
a > 4 + 9-l with L?‘= log qT, and 1 g x, y < (qT)2, and suficiently large A?, 
we have 
(12) 1 < -qy1’2-“L(y) + yl-“J%(Y)), 
where 
Y+p Y+Y 
I,(y)=yS~I~~(~+it)ldt, J&f)= J I~z(l+LFl+it)dt, 
Y-2 
and 
F&l = 1 -Lb, xl Jfds, XL JL(s, x) = wzz An) x(n) n-8. 
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PROOF. Let F=JS) = ys-ee@-@F,(s). Then FZ.&) = 1, so 
where C is the rectangle made up of segments of the lines G = 4, (T = 1 + 9-1, 
and It-y] = 9. The top and bottom contribute 
< (qT)O(l) e--p2 < =$, 
for sufficiently large 9. Estimating the contribution of the vertical sides, 
we get (12). 
LEMMA 4. Let BY be the set of zeros e of L(s, x) (x#xo) satisfying (ll), 
and R ( = Nx(a, T)) be the number of elements of L%?. Then for q< T, ati 
choosing x= RTIIZ, we have 
(13) 1 /I&)[ < RI/2 T3/49”(1), 
QEW 
(14) 
PROOF. Using the Schwarz inequality, the left side of (13) is 
The first sum is < R9, which is bounded by the right side of (13), since 
R < TdLP. The first {. . .) is < TLPJ(l) by (1~) and the fact that there 
are < 9 zeros in a unit square at height G T. The second {. . . > is 
< (x + RT1/2)OLP”(l), b y a general inequality of MONTGOMERY [12, p. 651. 
Putting rr= 1 + Y-l, Montgomery’s inequality also shows that the sum 
on the left of (14) is 
<< ( nTs (n + RTlI2) S(n) n-2O) 9(l) Q (1 + RTU2 z-1) .90(l). 
PROOF OF (2T). We suppose for simplicity that x # x0; better estimates 
than (2~) are known (cf. [7]) for the C-function. Using Lemmas 3 and 4, 
we get, with x= RT1/2, 
R < (~ll~-~ 2 I,(y) + y2- 1 J:(y)} $pz 
< (yl12-~R1/2 TW4 + y2-2”} 90(l). 
Choosing y to minimise this, we put ~a+“= R112T314, and get 
R < (RI/2 7’3/4)(4-4W3-2~) _liaWl), 
from which (2~) follows. 
Refinements of (2r), uniform in q<T, may be possible by using the 
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“local” 2nd mean estimate (1~) in combination with the methods of 
JUTILA [9], FORTI and VIOLA [3] and HUXLEY [7] (rather than the 4th 
mean estimates, which seem to be available only for bounded q or for 
double means over x and t). 
If q is sufficiently large in comparison with its largest square-free 
divisor, then the wide zero-free region of IWANIEC [8] may be used in 
combination with (2~) to show, in the classical way (cf. [S]) that 
uniformly for h> x2/3+6 and x > q3+e. 
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